
  

Vatican Concepts & Symbols
Symbols embody concepts
Concepts come from nature

Nature is always simple
NONE OF IT HAS TO DO WITH RELIGION!



  

Vatican City
This presentation will focus on 
map location #18 - St. Peter’s 
Square (bottom right).

Study the different shapes and 
layout of the Square. 

They combine to form a very 
unique pattern that is rich in 
meaning and symbolism.

At first sight it is most apparent 
that St. Peter’s Square 
resembles a keyhole. That will 
be discussed later.

The Square matches another 
unique pattern which will be 
discussed next. 



  

St. Peter’s Square

● Why is it so important to 
understand what St. Peter’s 
Square represents?

● What does it truly represent?
● Why is the Vatican entirely a 

city?
● Why is there no farming there?
● Or perhaps there is and we just 

don’t recognize it for what it 
really is...

This is St. Peter’s Square.

Oddly there is nothing square about it.



  

St. Peter’s Square
What is a livestock auction market?What is St. Peter’s Square?

Notice any similarities?



  

St. Peter’s Square
Components of a livestock auction market.

(the barn is behind the holding pen but not shown in this image)



  

St. Peter’s Square
Components of St. Peter’s Square human auction market.



  

St. Peter’s Square
St. Peter’s Square human auction market.

Livestock auction market.

The truth is plain once you have eyes to see!



  

St. Peter’s Square & Basilica



  

St. Peter’s Floor Plan



  

The Alter & Underworld

Words cannot express what the eye can see!



  

Keys & Keyholes
If St. Peter’s Square and Basilica is the 
gateway to the UNDERWORLD, and if human 
livestock is what passes through this gateway, 
then what are the mechanics of this system of 
exploitation, how does it operate?

Since we are dealing with a gated system, and 
it contains many gates within the system, the 
logical answer is Keys and Keyholes.

On the left is the Coat of Arms of the Papacy.* 

Vatican Keys and Keyholes come in three 
formats or levels of understanding as indicated 
by the three crowns of the Papal tiara.

The next slide will explain what it means.

As shown the gold key is in the bend dexter position (for Papacy & Holy See 
Coat of Arms). When the keys are inverted left to right the gold key is then in 
the bend sinister position thereby indicating it is the coat of arms of the 
Vatican. The red rope looping through the rings of the keys (as shown here) 
indicates the Papacy. A red rope with the ends dangling through the rings 
indicates the Vatican City State. A gold (yellow) rope indicates the Holy See.

References: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bend_(heraldry)#Bend_sinister
                    https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papal_regalia_and_insignia

Gold is the currency of the
Air and Sea Jurisdictions.

*Silver is the currency of the
Soil and Land Jurisdictions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bend_(heraldry)#Bend_sinister


  

Keys & Keyholes



  

Key-Masters
Russel-Jay Gould
A Vatican Key-Master by merit.
He can unlock the Vatican’s
intellectual doors. Uses his human 
key and a human keyhole (a Vatican 
nun). Since human keyholes have no 
built-in locks, the locks are provided 
by external mechanisms built into the 
porticos.

Locks are decoded by dates and 
times, and doors are open by specific 
human actions. To qualify as this type 
of Key-Master requires specific skills 
and knowledge of times, dates, 
locations and protocols.

Gianni Crea
The Vatican Museum’s Key- 
Master. He oversees the 
team of key holders responsible
for unlocking of the Vatican’s 
physical doors. The Vatican 
has 2,979 physical keys.



  

How Vatican Keys Work
How physical keys work.
The modern version.



  

How Vatican Keys Work
How human keys work.

Man = Key  +  Woman = Keyhole  Man = Key      +      Man = Key

×



  

How Vatican Keys Work

How these lock combinations work.

Inserting a human key in a human keyhole does not 
unlock this type of lock. Such locks work with dates, 
times and geometry. These locks can only be open on 
a special day and time when the sun aligns perfectly 
with a matching hole in the wall of the portico (hole 
shown in red). At any other time and day the rays of 
the sun will not pass through the hole and shine on 
the door, and passage through the door will be 
forbidden to outsiders.

Making it all work.

1) If you are a male (key) outsider you must call the Vatican to announce your arrival on the appropriate day.
2) Upon your arrival you will be met by a Vatican nun (keyhole) to escort you.
3) You will have free access to normal open areas, no escort required if you don’t want one.
4) You will need to know how to approach restricted areas, with your keyhole (nun) escort, to gain special access.
5) Once you meet all the requirements to unlock a door (time, day, nun) you will be allowed inside.
6) After you have entered a restricted area, the physical Key-Master will lock the door behind you from the inside.
7) To get out you will need to know how to reverse the process that got you in, in order to get the physical Key-Master 
     to unlock the door for you to leave.



  

Key to the Worlds
The ultimate goal is world domination by criminally minded entities and individuals.

Such total domination requires three things: 1) ownership 2) value and 3) enforcement.
Ownership is achieved through a global law system known as Admiralty Law.
Value is created through a centralized banking system known as the Rothschild Banks (usury).
Enforcement is carried out with military might (overt or covert).

These components combine to form a nefarious parallel construct known as the UNDERWORLD.
This parallel construct empowers the largest organized crime syndicate in the world.
This crime syndicate is symbolized as having the Key to the Worlds, as shown below.

(a.k.a. Vatican or Solomon’s key)



  

Key to the Worlds
The Key to the Worlds is purely symbolic, like the hood ornament of a car, or a wedding ring.
It is composed of four connected structures that compose an important symbolic message.

1) Parco della Mole Adriana: Eden – landscaped gardens around a fort, the land of the living (pasture).

2) Via della Conciliazione: The drive – from the land of the living to the human livestock market.

3) St. Peter’s Square: The auction – where human livestock is traded.

4) St. Peter’s Basilica: The cross – death & passage into the UNDERWORLD. 
    You change from your living identity as John Smith to UNDERWORLD identity as JOHN SMITH.

1

234 3



  

The Underworld
The Key to the Worlds is also the symbolic key to the UNDERWORLD.

Notice how the entire key sits flat on the plane of the ground that divides the world of the living 
above, from the UNDERWORLD below, (as shown by the cross on top of the Papal tiara). 

St. Peter’s Square also symbolizes a giant keyhole on the surface of Mother Earth. 

By symbolically inserting this giant key into Mother Earth’s keyhole, you symbolically open the 
doorway to the UNDERWORLD, or opening up the womb as Vatican symbols depict it.



  

The Underworld
Now you know why the Vatican proudly displays symbols depicting an opened up female womb 
with seemingly irrelevant things inside it...on its coat of arms no less!

This is not a human womb! It represents Mother Earth opened up (with the key above it) to 
make accessible the UNDERWORLD. Not the physical catacombs, rather, the parallel construct. 

The threefold UNDERWORLD parallel construct of ownership + value + enforcement!

The triple sting of Admiralty Law + Usury + Military as depicted by three wasps!



  

The Unholy Trinity
So with all that sorted out what of the tiara?

The white part of the tiara represents a beehive. 
The beehive represents the concept of hive mind.
Hive mind means subjection to a ruling mind or class. 

The Papal Tiara formed by three crowns 
symbolizes the triple power of the Pope:
 
     1) father of kings
     2) Vicar of Christ
     3) governor of the world

First crown = Crown Trust (corporate/commerce)
This Crown removes your real estate rights (father of kings).
Jurisdiction of the Sea.

Second crown = Convocation Crown (religious/global)
This Crown relates to baptism and your soul (Vicar of Christ).
Jurisdiction of the Air.

Third crown = Eternal Crown (international trade)
This Crown removes your personal  property rights. 
(governor of the world). Jurisdiction of the Land/Soil. 

The original Tiara (white)

TRIREGNUM

The Three Crowns

Note: the two decorated strips of cloth known 
as the lappets are not shown in this image.


